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Massive Star Formation Theories

If in equilibrium,
then self-gravity

is balanced by 
internal pressure:
B-field, turbulence,
radiation pressure

(thermal P is small)

Cores form from this
turbulent/magnetized medium: at any instant 

there is a small mass fraction in cores. 
These cores collapse quickly to feed a central 

disk to form individual stars or binaries.

Turbulent Core Model:
(McKee & Tan 2002, 2003)
Stars form from “cores” that fragment from
the “clump”.

Competitive (Clump-fed) Accretion:
(Bonnell et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2010)
Massive stars gain most mass by 
Bondi-Hoyle accretion of ambient 
clump gas. 

Massive 
stars form 
on the 
timescale 
of the star 
cluster.

Violent interactions? Mergers?
(Bonnell et al. 1998; Bally & Zinnecker 2005)

Core Accretion: 
wide range of dm*/dt ~10-5 - 10-2 M¤ yr-1

(e.g. Myers & Fuller 1992; Caselli & Myers 1995; McLaughlin & Pudritz 
1997; Osorio+ 1999; Nakano+ 2000; Behrend & Maeder 2001)
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Effects of Filaments



The Environments of Massive Star & Star Cluster Formation

Tan, Beltran, Caselli, Fontani, Fuente, 
Krumholz, McKee, Stolte 2014, PPVI
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Dynamics of Filamentary IRDC G035.39−00.33 

3’

relative CO depletion
Hernandez & Tan 2011; Jimenez-Serra et al. 2010, 2014; Hernandez et al. 2011; 2012; Henshaw et al. 2013, 2014
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Widespread SiO N2H+ sub-filaments



Dynamics of Filamentary IRDC G035.39−00.33 

3’

relative CO depletion

Filament  
consistent with 
simple virial 
equilibrium 
models of Fiege 
& Pudritz (2000).
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mass per unit length / virial mass per unit length

Virial equilibrium with no 
net support/confinement 
from B-fields

Hernandez & Tan 2011; Jimenez-Serra et al. 2010, 2014; Hernandez et al. 2011; 2012; Henshaw et al. 2013, 2014
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Tasker & Tan (2009)

nH (cm-3): 
102(green) 

105 (red)

1 kpc

~100 pc
GMC~1 pc

Clump -> star cluster
Van Loo, Butler, Tan (2013)
Butler et al. in prep.
Van Loo et al. in prep.

10 kpc

Comparison with Numerical Simulations

Series of Enzo/MG AMR simulations (M)HD; 
PDR heating/cooling to <~10K; min. res. ~0.1pc
No feedback yet... maybe ok for IRDCs.



High Resolution (0.1pc) Hydro Results Butler, Tan, Van Loo, 
in prep.

1kpc 50pc

Filaments forming by global gravitational collapse from GMCs, 
mediated by a galactic shearing environment



in-plane view
Σ

in-plane view
Σ

top view
Σ



Dense filaments in simulations with no B-fields undergo 
rapid global collapse and infall. They show very disordered 
kinematics, inconsistent with observed IRDC filaments.
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Filament Virial Analysis



MHD Results Van Loo, Tan & Falle, in prep.

 [...5,10,20,40...]      80 μG mean in-plane field

[Series of simulations 
with Enzo & MG]

No magnetic field

B-fields on kpc to GMC scales can strongly influence 
formation of dense gas structures. May reconcile 
GMC, filament, clump, core structures with observed 
IRDCs, where feedback is weak.

These kinds of simulations can help inform boundary 
conditions for smaller scale simulations, e.g., 
- GMC collisions (Ben Wu’s poster), 
- internal converging flows (Chen & Ostriker 2014), 
- turbulent clouds (Smith et al. 2014), 
- periodic boxes (Moeckel & Burkert 2014). 

And for “large scale” simulations of colliding HI flows 
(Vazquez-Semadeni, Heitsch).
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Figure 11. Core G1, G2, G3, H1, H2, and H3 ! maps (notation as in Figure 5(a)) and azimuthally averaged radial profile figures (notation as in Figure 5(b)).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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The Astrophysical Journal, 754:5 (22pp), 2012 July 20 Butler & Tan

Figure 10. Core E2, E3, F1, F2, F3, and F4 ! maps (notation as in Figure 5(a)) and azimuthally averaged radial profile figures (notation as in Figure 5(b)).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 10. Core E2, E3, F1, F2, F3, and F4 ! maps (notation as in Figure 5(a)) and azimuthally averaged radial profile figures (notation as in Figure 5(b)).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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The Astrophysical Journal, 754:5 (22pp), 2012 July 20 Butler & Tan

Figure 6. Core A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, and C1 ! maps (notation as in Figure 5(a)) and azimuthally averaged radial profile figures (notation as in Figure 5(b)).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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A Search for Massive Starless Cores: 4 IRDC core/clumps dark at 8, 24, 70μm

F. Fontani: Deuteration in massive-star formation

to derive Dfrac have not yet been performed (except for I22134-
VLA1), the source size was determined from interferometric
measurements of NH3(2,2). This assumption seems reasonable
because this line traces gas with physical conditions similar to
those of N2H+ (3–2) and N2D+ (2–1). To take into account the
possible e!ects of the evolutionary stage on the source size, we
also computed an average diameter for each evolutionary group.
This turns out to be: 6.5!! for HMSCs, 4.1!! for HMPOs, and
5.5!! for UC HIIs (Busquet 2010; Busquet et al. 2011; Sánchez-
Monge 2011; Palau et al. 2007; 2010). We stress that these an-
gular diameters are consistent with the (few) N2H+ and N2D+
interferometric observations published to date (e.g. see the case
of IRAS 05345+3157, Fontani et al. 2008). The N2H+ and N2D+
column densities, their ratio (Dfrac), as well as the line parame-
ters used in the derivation of the column densities, are listed in
Table A.3.

The method assumes a constant excitation temperature, Tex.
For the N2H+ lines, Tex was derived directly from the parameters
given by the hyperfine fitting procedure corrected for the filling
factor2. The procedure, however, cannot provide good estimates
for optically thin transitions or transitions with opacity (!) not
well-constrained (e.g. with relative uncertainty larger than 30%).
For these, we were obliged to assume a value for Tex (for de-
tails, see the notes of Table A.3). For the N2D+ (2"1) lines we
were unable to derive Tex from the fitting procedure for almost
all sources because ! is either too small or too uncertain. In 3
cases only was the optical depth of the N2D+ (2"1) transition
well-determined, and so is Tex: in two of these objects we found
a close agreement between the estimates derived from the N2D+
(2–1) and the N2H+ (3"2) transitions. Therefore, the N2D+ col-
umn density of each source was computed assuming the same
Tex as for N2H+. Since N2D+ (2–1) and N2H+ (3"2) have simi-
lar critical densities and we measure similar Tex for both transi-
tions, the two lines approximately trace similar material, so that
computing Dfrac using them is a reasonable approach. The N2H+
column densities are on average of the order of 1013"14 cm"2,
and the N2D+ column densities are of order 1012"13 cm"2. Both
values are consistent with similar observations towards massive
star forming regions (e.g. Fontani et al. 2006). The measured Tex
corrected for filling factor are between #7 and #50 K and agree,
on average, with the kinetic temperatures measured from ammo-
nia, except for the colder HMSCs for which they are a factor of
#2 lower.

The deuterated fraction for the three evolutionary groups
is shown in Fig. 1, where we plot N(N2D+) against N(N2H+).
There is a statistically significant separation between the
HMSC group, which has the highest average Dfrac (mean value
#0.26, " = 0.22), and the HMPOs and UC HII groups, which
have similar average deuterated fraction: mean Dfrac = 0.037
(" = 0.017) for HMPOs, and mean Dfrac = 0.044 (" = 0.024) for
UC HII regions. Both are about an order of magnitude smaller
than that associated with HMSCs. A closer inspection of the
data using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test shows that
the separation in Dfrac between the HMSC group and that in-
cluding both HMPOs and UC HII regions is indeed statistically
significant: the test shows that the probability of the distributions
being the same is very low (P # 0.004). This is strong evidence
that the two groups di!er statistically. Therefore, massive cores
without stars have larger abundances of N2D+ than cores with al-
ready formed massive (proto-)stars or proto-clusters. The abun-
dance of N2D+, however, seems to remain constant, within the

2 See the CLASS user manual for details: http://iram.fr/
IRAMFR/GILDAS/doc/html/class-html/class.html/

Fig. 1. N2D+ column density versus N2H+ column density. Blue sym-
bols correspond to HMSCs (triangles: “warm” cores, see text); green
squares show HMPOs (open squares are upper limits); black asterisks
correspond to UC HII regions. The two lines indicate the average values
of Dfrac for the HMSC group (i.e. 0.26) and that of both the HMPO and
UC HII groups (i.e. 0.04).

uncertainties, after the formation of the protostellar object until
the UC HII region phase. That Dfrac is of the order of #0.2"0.3,
on average, in HMSCs, and then drops by an order of magni-
tude after the onset of star formation, indicates that the phys-
ical conditions acting on the abundance of deuterated species
(i.e. density and temperature) evolve similarly along both the
low- and high-mass star formation processes (see e.g. Crapsi
et al. 2005 and Emprechtinger et al. 2009). Another interesting
aspect emerging from Fig. 1 is that the three HMSCs defined as
“warm” in Table A.1 (AFGL5142-EC, 05358-mm3, and I22134-
G, marked as triangles in the figure) have Dfrac almost an order
of magnitude smaller than the others. These di!er from the rest
of the sub-sample of HMSCs because they have temperatures Tk
> 20 K (see Table A.3 and panel (a) in Fig. 2). High angular
resolution studies indicate that they could be externally heated
(Zhang et al. 2002; Busquet 2010; Sánchez-Monge 2011), so
that they are likely to be perturbed by nearby star formation
and we expect their properties to be di!erent from those of the
other, more quiescent cores. An anticorrelation between Dfrac
and the distance to heating sources such as embedded proto-
stars was found in the cluster-forming Ophiuchus-B clump by
Friesen et al. (2010). Our study tends to confirm the Friesen
et al.’s finding, even though the poor statistics does not allow us
to drive firm conclusions. We also point out that the four cores
selected from the Butler & Tan (2009) work (G034-G2, G034-
F1, G034-F2, G028-C1) have the highest values of all measured
Dfrac and lie in infrared-dark regions, away from active star for-
mation. These four cores are hence very similar to the prototype
low-mass “pre-stellar cores” (e.g. L1544, L694–2, see Crapsi
et al. 2005) and we propose that these are good “massive pre-
stellar core” candidates.

In Fig. 2, we plot Dfrac as a function of several parameters:
the kinetic temperature, the N2H+ column density, and the line
widths derived from both N2H+ and N2D+. To search for possi-
ble (anti-)correlations between these parameters, we performed
two statistical tests: the Kendall’s ! and the Spearman’s # rank
correlation tests3. For Tk, the tests were applied to all sources
in our survey with gas temperature derived from VLA interfero-
metric ammonia observations (see Table A.3). As can be inferred

3 http://www.statsoft.com/textbook/
nonparametric-statistics/
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High Deuterium Fraction [N2D+]/[N2H+]
(Fontani et al. 2011)

C1 F1 F2 G2

IRAM 30m

Astrochemical 
indicator that these 
are starless cores
(Caselli et al. 2002)

H3+ + CO  →  HCO+ + H2

H3+ + HD  →  H2D+ + H2

H2D+ + N2  →  H2 + N2D+

(T<20-30K)

CO freeze-out
e.g. Hernandez et. al (2011)
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N2D+ as a tracer of pre-stellar cores in IRDCs
Massive starless 
core candidate C1-S 
is at end of filament.

Chemical modeling of 
Deuteration Clock 
indicates slow collapse 
(~0.1 free-fall rate): 
Shuo Kong’s poster.

Regular 
spacing of 
massive 
protostellar 
cores, further 
along the 
filament 
(Zhang et al. 
2009).

~6pc
~2000M¤/pc

Moo... 
I’m a 62.5 129 26.9 M¤ highly 
deuterated core near virial 

equilibrium, after accounting for my 
clump envelope and perhaps if you 

allow me ~0.7mG B-fields...
Moo!!!



High-Mass Protostars

Outflow-
confined 

HII Region

G35.2N: 
De Buizer (2006)
Gibb et al. (2003)
Fuller et al. (2001)
Heaton & Little (1988)

IRAS 16562−3959:
Guzman et al. (2010)



High-Mass Protostars

Continuum RT modeling:
Robitaille, Whitney et al. (2006+); 
Indebetouw et al. (2006); 
Molinari et al. (2008); 
Zhang & Tan (2011); Zhang, Tan & McKee (2013); Zhang, Tan & Hosokawa (2014)



NIR to FIR 
morphologies

Zhang & Tan (2011); 
Zhang et al. (2013).

Rotation and 
outflow axis 
inclined at 60˚ to 
line of sight.

Σclump = 1 g cm-2

Mcore   = 60 M⦿ 
β         = 0.02

m*       = 8 M⦿

Lbol   = 6x103 L⦿

d=1kpc convolved with telescope beam

– 34 –

Fig. 7.— Images for the fiducial model at inclination of 60!, assuming a distance of 1 kpc,

at di!erent wavelengths. Each images has a field of view of 80” ! 80”, and is normalized to

its maximum surface brightness which is labeled in the bottom-left corner. The total fluxes

are labeled in the top-right corners.

– 35 –

Fig. 8.— Same as 7, except convolved with the beam of each instrument, labeled in the

top-right and shown as red circles of radius equal to the HWHM on the bottom-right. The

maximum surface brightness which is dependent on the size of the beams are labeled in the

top-right corners.

Prediction



Massive Protostar G35.2N: d=2.3kpc; L~105L⦿

Gemini-T-ReCS

De Buizer (2006) Zhang, Tan, De Buizer et al. (2013)

SOFIA-FORCAST

radio (cm)
continuum

(ionized gas)



Spectral energy distribution

MIR SED requires high Σ core/clump

Σclump = 1 g cm-2

Mcore   = 240 M⦿ 

m*         = 34 M⦿

Flux profiles along
outflow cavity axis

5

Fig. 4.— Intensity profiles along the outflow axis. The squares
are observational data sampled at intervals of the resolutions of
the instruments (intervals of 2 & 3 ! resolution are used for 18
& 10 µm) with errors composed of systematic flux uncertainties
(assumed to be 20%) and estimated background noise. The lines
are model profiles.

intensity distribution along the outflow axis predicted by
these models with observations in Fig. (4)). The axis di-
rection of G35.2 is chosen via the radio continuum and
MIR morphology (dashed line in Fig. (1) with P.A. of
6!). The model profiles are all convolved with the cor-
responding instrument beams. At each o!set from the
center, we average over a perpendicular width of 2"" to
estimate profiles for both model and data. All model and
observed profiles are normalized to the average values
over the near-facing regions that have significant emis-
sion. We also add constant background ambient intensi-
ties, which may be either due to instrumental noise (i.e.
in the T-ReCS data) or from additional ambient inter-
stellar material. Note we have not attempted to use the
lateral width of the cavities to constrain the models
We emphasize that a detailed model search to fit these

profiles separately from the SED has not been performed,
but still Model 1 agrees very well with the observations
at 37, 31, 18 and 10 µm, producing the right peak po-
sitions and asymmetries of the two sides of the out-
flow. At 10 µm, Model 1 predicts higher extinction to-
wards the center. A possible explanation could be the
strength (depth and width) of the silicate absorption fea-
ture adopted in the dust model used in the RT calcula-
tions (ZTM13). In the IRAC bands, while a reasonable
fit is achieved for the near-facing outflow cavity, the in-

tensities of the far-facing side predicted by the model
are too low compared to those observed. Possible rea-
sons for this include: (1) non-uniform, possibly patchy,
extinction from the clump or the adopted uniform “fore-
ground” extinction, that may actually be relatively local
to the source (e.g. a foreground extinction of AV = 15
lowers 3.6 µm flux by a factor of two); (2) enhanced emis-
sion from PAHs and transiently-heated small dust grains
in and around the outflow cavity. Models 2, 3 and 4 also
have good matches with the data in the near-facing and
far-facing wings at 37, 31, 18 and 10 µm, but their pro-
files become too peaked towards the center due to the
lower extinction of their lower " cores and clumps.
These results, especially the intensity profiles for Model

1 from ! 10 " 40 µm (for which the modeling has po-
tentially fewer problems associated with small grain and
PAH emission), again support the paradigm that G35.2
is a massive protostar forming from a high " core and
clump. The match of the SED and intensity profiles with
observations becomes less good when "cl becomes lower.
We estimate that "cl should be no lower than 0.4g cm#2.
The profiles also suggest that the accretion flow and out-
flows are relatively well-ordered and symmetric.

4. DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSIONS

SOFIA-FORCAST provides imaging with high dy-
namic range similar to space-based instruments at a
unique wavelength region !30 to 40 µm, where lower
extinction allows us to search for the predicted (ZT11,
ZTM13) far-facing outflow cavity from a massive proto-
star forming from a high surface density core. At longer
wavelengths the emission is predicted to become even
more symmetric, being dominated by cooler dust in the
core/clump. Our SOFIA-FORCAST observations at 31
and 37 µm did reveal emission from the far-facing out-
flow cavity of G35.2, which was too faint to detect by
ground-based T-ReCs 11 and 18 µm observations.
We compiled the NIR to mm SED of G35.2. RT mod-

eling of a massive protostar forming from a massive core
bounded by a high " clump gave good agreement with
this SED for four models. Depending on the outflow cav-
ity opening angle (35! to 50!), we foundm$ ! 22"34M%,
Lbol ! (0.7 " 2.2) # 105 L% and "cl ! 0.4 " 1 g cm#2.
Model 1 also produced intensity profiles along the out-
flow axis that fit the observations well at 10, 18, 31 and
37 µm, without need for extensive fine tuning. These re-
sults indicate G35.2 is a massive protostar, forming from
high surface density core and clump, via relatively or-
dered, symmetric collapse and accretion. Powerful bipo-
lar outflows are being launched and have cleared wide-
angle cavities, that are also relatively symmetric.
A protostar with the luminosity estimated here (!

1 # 105 L%) is expected to drive a CO outflow with
momentum flux of ! 0.1 M%yr#1km s#1 (Richer et al.
2000), which is much larger than the observed value:
even assuming that the larger NE-SW CO outflow is
also driven by this source, the total momentum flux
is still only ! 0.003 M%yr#1km s#1 (Gibb et al. 2003,
Birks et al. 2006). This may indicate that the outflow
from G35.2N, being partly ionized as indicated by the
observed radio continuum jet, may be relatively deficient
in CO emission. Note that the modest misalignment of
the larger CO outflow with the radio and MIR jet may
result from the interaction of the wider angle part of the

Simple, symmetric model provides good fit to 
SED & image intensity profiles: detailed 
constraints on how a massive star is forming.

Lbol ~ (0.66 - 2.2)×105L⦿

m* ~ 20 - 34 M⦿

Mcore ~ 240 M⦿ 
Rcore ~ 0.1 - 0.2 pc
Ʃcl ~ 0.4 - 1 g/cm2

θw ~ 35 - 51˚;  θview ~ 43 - 58˚



Lbol ~ (0.66 - 2.2)×105L⦿

m* ~ 20 - 34 M⦿

Mcore ~ 240 M⦿ 
Rcore ~ 0.1 - 0.2 pc
Ʃcl ~ 0.4 - 1 g/cm2

θw ~ 35 - 51˚;  θview ~ 43 - 58˚

Sanchez-Monge et al. (2013)

Qiu et al. (2013)



RMHD Simulation of Turbulent Core Accretion
Myers, McKee et al. 2013 Mcore = 300 M⦿ ~ 2 MΦ

Ʃcl = 2 g cm-2

m* =16 M⦿

Face-on 

Edge-on 

But no 
outflows

Ʃ, <v> <T>, <Btot>
103AU 104AU

Ʃ, <v> <T>, <Btot>

nH, <v> <T>, B nH, <v> <T>, B

see also:
Seifried et al. (2014)



Strong B-fields in massive-star-forming cores 

Magnetic Fields in the Formation of
Massive Stars
Josep M. Girart,1* Maria T. Beltrán,2† Qizhou Zhang,3 Ramprasad Rao,4 Robert Estalella2

Massive stars play a crucial role in the production of heavy elements and in the evolution of the
interstellar medium, yet how they form is still a matter of debate. We report high-angular-resolution
submillimeter observations toward the massive hot molecular core (HMC) in the high-mass
star-forming region G31.41+0.31. We find that the evolution of the gravitational collapse of the
HMC is controlled by the magnetic field. The HMC is simultaneously contracting and rotating,
and the magnetic field lines threading the HMC are deformed along its major axis, acquiring an
hourglass shape. The magnetic energy dominates over the centrifugal and turbulence energies,
and there is evidence of magnetic braking in the contracting core.

Stars more massive than 8M◉ (whereM◉ is
the mass of the Sun) account for only 1%
of the stellar population in our Galaxy.

Nevertheless they dominate the appearance and
evolution of its interstellar medium and are re-
sponsible for the production of heavy elements.

The formation of massive stars is not com-
pletely understood. Stars form when dense mo-
lecular clouds collapse as a result of gravity. But
as the mass of a young star reaches 8M◉, its own
radiation can exert enough outward pressure to
halt infall, inhibiting further stellar growth (1).
The presence of a flattened accretion disk sur-
rounding the protostar (2) can alleviate this in-

hibition by shielding the infalling material from
stellar radiation and by creating a lower density
section along the rotation axis of the disk and a
molecular outflow, which helps by channeling the
radiation out, allowing the formation of stars more
massive than 40M◉ (3–5). Massive stars may also
form through mergers of smaller stars (6).

The scenario whereby massive stars form
through disk-assisted accretion resembles the
way stars like the Sun form. Both processes
involve accretion through a flattened disk and
molecular outflows. The magnetic field is thought
to play an important role in the formation of Sun-
like stars by shaping cloud collapse, removing ex-

cess angular momentum, and thus allowing con-
tinuous accretion (7–9), even in the case of an
originally weak magnetic field (10). High-angular-
resolution polarimetric observations of the low-
mass protostellar system NGC 1333 IRAS 4A
(IRAS 4A) showed a magnetic field with a clear
hourglass morphology at scales of a few hundred
astronomical units (AU) around the collapsing mo-
lecular core surrounding the protostars (11), a con-
figuration that was shown to be consistent with
theoretical models for the formation of solar-type
stars, where well-ordered, large-scale, rather than
turbulent, magnetic fields control the evolution
and collapse of the molecular cores from which
stars form (12).

We investigated the hot molecular core (HMC)
in G31.41+0.31 (G31.41), a massive star-forming
region [~500 to 1500 M◉ (13, 14)] located 7900
parsecs (pc) away (15). G31.41 has a luminosity
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A B C

Fig. 1. (A) Contour map of the 879-mm dust emission superposed on the color
image of the polarized flux intensity in units of Jy per beam. Black thick bars
indicate the position angle of the magnetic field. These maps were obtained by
using a natural weighting to the visibility data, which yielded to a full width at
half maximum synthesized beam of 1.34! ! 0.83! with a position angle of 67°
(shown in the bottom left corner). Contour levels are 0.8, 1.5, 2.5, 4, 6, 16,
26, 36…96% of the peak intensity, 9.13 Jy per beam. (B) Contour map of the
879 mm dust emission superposed on the color image of the flux weighted

velocity map of the CH3OH 147-156 A. Black thick bars indicate the direction
of the magnetic field. These maps were obtained by using a robust weighting
of 0 to the visibility data, which yielded to a full width at half maximum
synthesized beam of 1.04! ! 0.59! with a position angle of 82° (shown in the
bottom left corner). Contour levels are the same as in the previous panel, with
a peak intensity of 6.55 Jy per beam. (C) Spectrum of the C34S 7-6 line at the
position of the dust emission peak. The continuum has been subtracted from
the line emission (this is valid for all the molecular line data presented here).
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Girart et al. (2009)

May help regulate and order the collapse

Zhang, Q. et al. (2014)



Aligned massive protostars?

G24.78+0.08 
(Beltrán et al. 2004; 2011)

Formed from a filament/sheet, 
mediated by strong B-field?

Can we find the filaments?



Cygnus X
Bontemps et al. (2010); 
Duarte-Cabral et al. (2013)



W33A
Galvan-Madrid et al. (2010)

NH3(2,2)
CO(2-1) outflows

0th moment 1st moment

2nd moment



G48.66-0.26
Pitann et al. (2013)

Relatively isolated site of massive star formation



NGC7538
Frau et al. (2014)
Wright, Hull et al. (2014)

Filaments disturbed by outflow feedback?



Rate of Clump Collapse

Clump Reference tinfall / tff 

NGC 2264 IRS 1
NGC 2264 IRS 2

Williams & Garland (2002) 14
8.8

G286.21+0.17 Barnes et al. (2010) 6.7

SDC335 Peretto et al. (2013) 7.0 [25]

tinfall = Mcl / Minfall
.



Conclusions
Clump scale:
Filaments help keep massive protostars isolated.

Infall appears to be slow compared to spherical 
free-fall collapse, perhaps due to filamentary 
geometry, B-fields, turbulence (including outflow 
feedback).
Core scale:
Depending on strength of turbulence vs. 
B-field, should lead to different degrees 
of internal structure (filaments).

Quasi-spherical massive starless core 
candidate found with ALMA in N2D+

Ordered, collimated, aligned outflows, 
rotating toroids, B-fields...


